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About This Content

Charles Collett 1871-1952 succeeded G.J Churchward as Chief Mechanical Engineer of the GWR in 1922. Collett has been
accredited more with the implementation of the locomotives designed and planned by his predecessor than of his own original
works. However, Collett made huge improvements on the manufacturing processes, design improvements and standardisation

within the GWR. This can perhaps be best appreciated on his design of the coaches of the GWR. His Collett coaches were
produced as a follow on of stringent testing and standardisation of the best bogie designs, to ensure the carriages offered the best

in ride and comfort. To replace ageing "Dreadnought" and "Concertina" express coaches, mainly 70ft, Collett set about a new
design of smaller windowed, shorter coaches generally known as High Waisters. These were produced in various diagrams and

proved to be succesful, apart from rather dark interiors, due to dark wood and the small windows. Collett would later modify the
designs to bring about the Large Window Colletts to improve lighting. The "Excursion" diagrams were nicknamed "Sunshine"

stock due to these improvements.

GWR High Waist Collett Coaches Pack 01 for TS Marketplace includes the following coach types in GWR Chocolate and
Cream, BR Crimson and Cream and BR Maroon livery:
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I will be honest, audial\/visual journeys are one of the chief draws to VR so I often gamble on the unknown. The capability to
immerse, create beauty, and at the same time force the individual's own interpretation and feeling to take part in the result. This
title came out of nowhere for me, and while it isn't perfect, it deftly delivers an experience deep and long enough that something
WILL move in you by the time the music fades and the lights go out.

I love the sound track, my style of music for sure! Some may be dynamic, but so far it seems to be the same set audio and visual
for the cycles. Not necessarily a bad thing as it is long enough you could watch it 100 times and come away with something
different every time. Still, some configurability there and in general would go a long way to insulate it from the others out there.

I would love to see further optimization to allow for user controlled streams without having to take one of the software
controlled sets away. This is visually jarring, as it just POOFS gone. :(

System wise, I tested on Rift and Vive (I will do my WMR later and update if different). I will say that the Rift experience is the
superior one. The Vive version played well, runs all the way through, but some of the capabilities like moving streamers at will
over the screen, were not functional for the Vive when I tried it; Hopefully the developer can resolve, but because of this, for
now, my recommend goes to the Oculus version and not the Vive users.

I know I will get quite a bit of relaxation time out of this one, and I hope some of you do as well!. Possibly the most poorly-aged
of the 7 Wonders series. It's before the games began breaking things up and adding extra challenge in the form of resource
management\/bonuses for "better time" or the city-building aspects, or variable difficulty, or the assistance of recharging
powerups, but with the bonus irritation of "hey, you know how you usually need to drop the key stone off the board? Now make
it navigate a maze on some of the strangest-shaped boards in the series."

The problem with that is that while you might think it's an interesting variant on match-3 gameplay (the board rotates to assist in
this), the time limit is INSANELY generous. I don't know if I ever went down further than a third of the meter, and that was
while I was passing out and zonking out for a few seconds at a time every so many moves. It's ludicrously liberal on time. So the
game is in no way challenging, just sort of annoying. I can see reasons to play earlier 7W games, and the later ones redefine
things in their own way, but god, this one's a relic.. Needs work but other than that, it's pretty good and has a lot of content for a
game developed by one person.. Dont waste time at this crap. It is just terrible.. Update:

Left side got fixed, and I suppose the right side was the lesser evil of the two paths to start with. Good enough to thumb
it up instead of thumbing down. :P

I still do wish the missle textures were changed, though.

Old:

The first two upgrades on either side are alright, but for 3rd and 4th on either side it just gives it a different rotating
stand. It would be a whole lot better if the bomb\/missile textures themselves changed.. Controls are horrible, and coop
is a joke. You can't rebind keys. Gamepads don't work (xbox 360 controlers). Game forces you to use pets while
making them imposible to manage with bad controls.. A neat attempt to revitalize the foundation you've already made.
Though it's at most a tech demo, the old arcade style in through one side out the opposite made for some interesting
takes on old mechanics. One of the levels even introduced mechanics not seen in any previous game, from collecting
more than 5 prisoners, to teleporters, to carrying momentum through teleports. It shows me that they still have new
ideas to keep the game fresh. The last 5 levels were from Mighty Switch Force 1, and I had slowdown issues with it.
Maybe because it's all in one screen with all the background stuff going on. I didn't get the chance to play local co-op,
and there is no online co-op. As much as I want to recommend this, I can't. It's way to early, and it needs more content.
Hopefully WayForward can add more to this idea and keep the ball running, maybe even make it easy for fan mod
support.
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Great game so far, simple but of a high quality, at a very fair price.

EDIT: dev is really awesome and listens to playerbase. If you were like me and played the Jane's Flight sims back in the day,
you don't want this game. It is not a sim. it is not fun. save your ten dollars for a rectal exam, because you'll be happier.. This is a
pretty good tank simulator of ww2 i mean theres no inside veiw and it is arcade like as far as re arming and refueling and
repairing damage there a supply dump where you drive up to it hit a button and resupply etc but other then that the missions are
beleivable and the feel of it is good and controls handle well with arrow and mouse movement its defintly a fun a big game well
worth the purchase in my opinion.. Pretty dumb game. I suppose if you are the type that likes junior high boys (the ones that
think they are funny but not liked by most other kids) humor and like wasting time aimlessly it might be okay.. BUY. BUY.
BUY. I downloaded the demo and only got to play one match but then realized that the full version was on sale for $8. I took the
leap and holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it is amazing. First off, this game has a legit campaign with voice acting
and real story. I dont know how long it is yet but because I only paid $8 dollars Im blown away by the value. The campaign is on
rails but I didnt even care (I thought I would mind), its really fun and engaging. I remember playing mech warrior as a kid and
this gives me a big ol nostalgia boner. Even at full price I think this game would be worth it. The multiplayer is not on rails and
you get to fight mechs, what more could you ask for? The controls take time if youre used to shooters but youll get it eventually.
This is game was a legitimate surprise but in the best way possible.. Okay game. fun the first hours of playing it, not really
THAT fun but ye. If u have nothin else to do I'd suggest you play Dota 2, CSGO or just TF2 cuz they are better :D. By far the
best MUD (or singleplayer... if you prefer) I have ever played.
---------------------------INCOMING TRANSMITION----------------------------
ROMEO-ALPHA-VICTOR-ECHO-NOVEMBER-WINTER-OSCAR-OSCAR-NOVEMBER
--------------------------APPROVED-----------------DISREGARD TRANSMITION-----OUT. Tags: 3PSurv - Third Person
Survival
Additional Tags: Delete Local Content & Remove from Library (3.5 gigs)

TLDR: Early Access

Clunky user interface. Barren featureless maps. Aggressively bad audio of long notes that pierce your eardrums. No animations
for movement. Generic post apoc setting that just puts bearded people and metal barrels in a desert and calls that an apocalypse.
Slow clunky design philosophy with low feedback barely implemented controls on a grid based turn based model even out of
combat. Removed for declutter. Don't buy this game unless you like rng and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
AI. You wont recieve any notification if another nations declares war on you they just take what they wanted, the starting armies
in EVER scenario are randomized aswell as the leaders. To top all this poor quality that belongs on a mobile, the AI will
consistently flucuate in numbers (Which your own army lose strength for no reason.) I regret buying this game.
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